DFID’s Empowerment and Accountability Programming in Ghana and Malawi
The Independent Commission for Aid Impact (ICAI) is the independent body responsible for scrutinising UK aid. We focus on maximising the effectiveness of the UK aid budget for intended beneficiaries and on delivering value for money for UK taxpayers. We carry out independent reviews of aid programmes and of issues affecting the delivery of UK aid. We publish transparent, impartial and objective reports to provide evidence and clear recommendations to support UK Government decision-making and to strengthen the accountability of the aid programme. Our reports are written to be accessible to a general readership and we use a simple ‘traffic light’ system to report our judgement on each programme or topic we review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Green</th>
<th>Green-Amber</th>
<th>Amber-Red</th>
<th>Red</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The programme performs well overall against ICAI’s criteria for effectiveness and value for money. Some improvements are needed.</td>
<td>The programme performs relatively well overall against ICAI’s criteria for effectiveness and value for money. Improvements should be made.</td>
<td>The programme performs relatively poorly overall against ICAI’s criteria for effectiveness and value for money. Significant improvements should be made.</td>
<td>The programme performs poorly overall against ICAI’s criteria for effectiveness and value for money. Immediate and major changes need to be made.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Executive Summary

DFID has made a strong commitment to promoting development through the empowerment of citizens. It has pledged to support 40 million people to have more control over their own development and to hold their governments to account. Currently, it has empowerment and accountability programmes in twelve African and five Asian countries contributing to this result. This review assesses one element of this portfolio, namely programmes that aim to strengthen citizen engagement with government. Looking at two contrasting African countries, Ghana and Malawi, we examine two grant-making funds for civil society organisations (CSOs) and a project that supports community monitoring of local services. With a combined budget of £41 million, these programmes support a wide range of activities, from helping local communities to become more engaged in the running of local schools to civil society campaigns on the management of the oil and gas sector in Ghana.

Overall Assessment: Green-Amber

DFID’s approach to empowerment and accountability is still evolving but it is already generating some useful results. The social accountability programmes we examined were promoting constructive community engagement with government and thereby helping to address obstacles to the delivery of public services and development programmes. Support for CSO advocacy, however, produced more limited results and DFID’s more ambitious goals to promote accountability through social and political change appeared to be unrealistic. We are concerned that, when designing its programmes, DFID tends to default to CSO grant-making, which is not always the most strategic option. A clearer and more realistic set of objectives and a stronger rationale for programme design would help to maximise results.

Objectives Assessment: Amber-Red

As this is a relatively new focus area for DFID, it is still clarifying its objectives and is yet to produce detailed guidance on programme design. As a result, we found a tendency for country offices to opt for CSO grant-making as a familiar model for social accountability programmes. This produces a scattered portfolio of small CSO activities that are difficult to scale up or link together in a strategic way. The programmes we reviewed are not joined up with DFID’s wider sector programmes (such as education and health), even where they share similar goals.

Delivery Assessment: Green-Amber

The two grant-making programmes have sound procedures but are struggling with the high number of grants (STAR-Ghana has awarded 187). Their capacity building support and fiduciary risk management processes are, as a result, not sufficiently tailored to the needs of individual grantees. While the programmes pay close attention to cost control, competitive grant-making may not be the most cost-effective way of funding empowerment activities at the local level.

Impact Assessment: Green-Amber

We found that the programmes were achieving some promising results by empowering communities to engage constructively with government to resolve problems with the delivery of public services and development programmes. This type of social accountability approach works by benefiting both governments and communities. By contrast, support for CSO advocacy at the national level has had more limited impact and seems unlikely to generate significant improvements in government accountability. The programmes are yet to develop a strategy for ensuring the sustainability of their results.

Learning Assessment: Green-Amber

The programmes are investing substantial effort in measuring results in a technically challenging area, using a range of quantitative and qualitative techniques. Though competently done, monitoring is used primarily to demonstrate efficient delivery, rather than to support learning. We are concerned that the programmes are not flexible enough to support their partners with innovation, rapid learning and the scaling up of successful results. At the central level, DFID has been assembling and disseminating an evidence base but is not well positioned to support shared learning across country offices.

Recommendations

Recommendation 1: Promoting constructive community engagement with government around the delivery of public services and development programmes should be the principal focus of DFID’s social accountability programmes and a shared goal with its sector programmes. When scaling up successful social accountability initiatives, direct grants to national CSOs to work with local communities are likely to be more effective than competitive grant-making.

Recommendation 2: DFID’s support for CSO advocacy and influencing at the national level should be more targeted, with smaller portfolios, longer partnerships and more tailored capacity building support.

Recommendation 3: Future social accountability programmes should be designed with the flexibility to test different approaches and scale up successful initiatives. DFID’s central policy team should guide this process of structured learning and ensure the continuous sharing of lessons among country offices and managing contractors and with relevant sector programmes.
1 Introduction

DFID has made a major new commitment to support empowerment and accountability

1.1 In June 2010, the then International Development Secretary, the Rt Hon Andrew Mitchell MP, announced a ‘fundamental change’ in the UK approach to development assistance. The UK would rebalance its aid programme from focussing on the state as the primary agent of development to investing in people. ‘Our approach will move from doing development to people to doing development with people – and to people doing development for themselves.’ The current Secretary of State, the Rt Hon Justine Greening MP, has linked this to the ‘golden thread’ of open and democratic institutions, identified by the Prime Minister as essential to the development process.

1.2 DFID is putting this new policy direction into practice by building up an area of its portfolio, known as ‘empowerment and accountability’. It encompasses promoting human rights, reducing social inequality and giving poor people better access to resources and markets. It also includes programming that is designed to give citizens more influence over government, whether through formal political processes or through direct interaction between communities and service providers.

1.3 These are not new objectives for DFID, which has, for many years, funded activities that support empowerment and accountability – usually on a small scale. Since the last election, however, these objectives are being pursued more intensively. In its Business Plan, DFID has pledged to ‘support 40 million people to have choice and control over their own development and to hold decision-makers to account’ by 2015. So far, DFID states that it has reached 33.4 million people through programmes in twelve African and four Asian countries (plus some international and regional programmes). We note that this is a ‘headcount’ indicator, showing the scale of the programming rather than its impact.

Empowerment and accountability in development thinking

1.4 Empowerment and accountability are complex ideas which have generated much policy analysis. Their translation into practical programmes capable of delivering real benefits to citizens is challenging. In this section, we briefly introduce the concepts and how they are used in development programmes. Figure 2 on page 5 sets out some illustrative examples of DFID’s programming in this area.

1.5 DFID defines empowerment as ‘enabling people to exercise more control over their own development and supporting them to have the power to make and act on their own choices’. Empowerment is both a way of promoting development and a development goal in its own right. It includes building individual capabilities, for example by ensuring that minority groups have access to education. It includes addressing barriers to fair participation in communities, the market and the political system. It can also mean enhancing the ability of citizens to act collectively through civil society and the democratic process.

1.6 Accountability refers to the ability of citizens to influence the behaviour of their representatives, whether elected politicians or appointed officials. Accountability is enhanced through rules governing how representatives should behave and through processes that monitor their compliance, require them to justify their actions and provide a means of redress if they fail to act as they should.

---


---

6 This is a ‘peak year’ indicator relating to the maximum number of people reached in any one year, as a proxy for the number of unique individuals reached over the whole period.
9 Nobel laureate and economist, Amartya Sen, argues that enhancing the capabilities of individuals is not just a means of achieving development but also the essence of the development process itself. Sen, Amartya, Development as Freedom, Oxford University Press: Oxford, 1999.
Accountability can occur through the electoral process or through other formal mechanisms, such as parliamentary committees, public auditors or the courts. It can also be pursued by encouraging direct citizen engagement with their representatives.

1.7 Development agencies often turn to empowerment and accountability programmes, where governments are seen as unwilling to reform. If politicians are not motivated to improve government performance, empowering citizens to articulate their demands may help to shift the political incentives in favour of reform. Institutional reforms, such as increased transparency in government, a more active parliament or a free media, are thought to help with shifting the balance of power in favour of citizens.

1.8 The potential for this kind of ‘demand side’ programming to shift political incentives in favour of improved government performance is, however, contested in the development literature. Recent DFID-funded research has concluded that a more vocal civil society is, on its own, a relatively weak source of performance pressure for government, in the absence of wider political change.9

1.9 In an influential 2004 report, the World Bank distinguishes between the ‘long route’ to accountability via the democratic process and the ‘short route’ of direct citizen engagement with government (sometimes called ‘social accountability’).10 The World Bank concludes that creating stronger democratic accountability through the political system is necessarily a long-term process, which may not be susceptible to influence through donor programming. There may, however, be short-term development returns from promoting community engagement with the delivery of public services and development programmes, even in the absence of strong democratic institutions. We find this distinction to be a useful one in interpreting the results we observed in this review.

The scope and purpose of our review

1.10 For this review, we examine three DFID empowerment and accountability programmes in two contrasting African countries, Ghana and Malawi (see Figure 1 on page 4 for the country contexts). Two of the programmes provide grants, primarily to civil society organisations (CSOs), for a wide range of social accountability activities, plus some support for parliamentary committees and media organisations. The third is a project that supports citizen monitoring of public services in Malawi. The programmes are:

- **Strengthening Transparency, Accountability and Responsiveness in Ghana (STAR-Ghana), 2010-15**: this is a £27.2 million programme, co-funded by DFID, Denmark, the European Union and the United States.11 It has a budget of £21.5 million for grants, of which £15.7 million has been awarded so far, with 187 grants averaging £75,000;12

- **Tilitonse, 2011-15**: this is a £14 million programme in Malawi, co-funded by DFID, Ireland and Norway, of which £11.9 million is available for grants.13 It has, so far, awarded £4.4 million, with grants averaging £127,000; and

- **Kalondolondo, 2011-14**: this is a direct grant of £2.5 million to a group of Malawian CSOs to run a programme promoting citizen monitoring of public services through the use of community scorecards.

1.11 Our review assesses whether these programmes are designed and delivered effectively and whether they are likely to achieve meaningful results for their intended beneficiaries. We recognise that this is an area in which DFID is still developing its overall approach. Our review is intended to contribute to this learning. The programmes we reviewed were part way through their implementation, which makes it premature to draw

---


11 DFID’s contribution is £13.4 million, including £7.7 million for grants, £5 million in fees for the consortium that manages the programme and £0.7 million for additional items, such as annual reviews and audits. This is 49% of the total budget. Figures were provided by DFID, based on exchange rates from December 2011.

12 The grants have varied significantly in size and duration. If smaller, capacity building grants are excluded, the average size of grants awarded through the competitive application process has been £117,000.

13 DFID’s contribution is £8 million or 57.5% of the total.
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conclusions on their final impact. We focussed, therefore, on identifying patterns in the emerging results, in order to assess whether the objectives are realistic and whether the design and delivery options are best suited for achieving those goals.

Figure 1: Contrasting country contexts

Ghana and Malawi represent two contrasting country contexts. Ghana is a middle-income country with extensive gold reserves and, since 2010, commercial oil and gas production. Its annual income per head has reached £2,180, although it still has substantial regional inequality. Malawi, in contrast, is one of Africa’s poorest countries, with an average annual income per head of just £565.14

Ghana has a more open political environment. It is one of a limited number of African countries to have achieved the peaceful transfer of power through successive elections. It has a vibrant press and a strong civil society, including an array of CSO networks and platforms and a strong community think tank. Despite Ghana’s strong development performance, the state continues to demonstrate significant institutional weaknesses and there are concerns that oil and gas production may lead to a deterioration of the quality of governance, as has occurred in other African states.15

Malawi presents a more difficult political environment. Until recently, CSOs were subject to a range of restrictions by the state. In 2011, concern over a deteriorating human rights record, among other factors, led DFID and other donors to discontinue budget support to the government. While the situation has improved under the current government, civil society in Malawi is fragmented, with little tradition of influencing government.

Both countries have, in the past, launched decentralisation reforms that have subsequently stalled. As a result, there are very limited resources and decision-making powers at the local government level.

Our methodology

1.12 Our methodology for this review consisted of the following elements:

- a review of academic and donor literature on empowerment and accountability, including DFID-funded research programmes, such as the Africa Power and Politics Programme (APPPP) and the Development Research Centre on Citizenship, Participation and Accountability;
- a review of DFID’s policy statements and guidance material;
- interviews with DFID staff in Ghana, Malawi and the UK (principally, Africa Regional Department and the Politics, State and Society Team); and
- detailed reviews in Ghana and Malawi of the three programmes, including programme documentation, stakeholder and beneficiary interviews and visits to a range of project sites.

1.13 From the two grant-making programmes, we chose a sample of 22 projects for detailed review, out of 97 that had been under implementation for at least 6 months. Although the projects were mostly for periods of only 6-12 months, in many cases the CSOs in question had also received DFID funding in the past for the same or similar activities, giving us an opportunity to assess impact over a longer time period. In particular, many of the STAR-Ghana grantees had received past funding under two predecessor programmes, the Rights Accountability and Voice Initiative (RAVI) and the Ghana Research and Advocacy Programme (G-RAP). The sample was chosen to cover a representative range of issues and activities. In each case, we interviewed the implementing partner and, where possible, the agency that the project sought to influence. We held focus groups and individual interviews with the intended beneficiaries and, in some cases, observed events, such as community meetings. We compared the feedback from stakeholders and intended beneficiaries to project reports.

1.14 For our sample projects, we assessed the types of result that had been achieved, using a qualitative scale of our own design (see Annex A1 and accompanying methodological note). This methodology was designed to enable us to identify patterns in the results to date, rather than draw conclusions on the overall impact of these programmes. This, in turn, enabled us to assess

---
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...whether the design and delivery of the programmes were appropriate.

![Illustrative examples of DFID’s social accountability support in practice](image)

The following case studies are drawn from the 22 projects that we visited in Ghana and Malawi. Results from some of these projects are described in Figure 5 on page 18.

1. Promoting community engagement in education

The Regional Advisory Information and Network Systems (RAINS) is a Ghanaian CSO working to improve community management of the education system in the economically deprived Volta region of northern Ghana. According to RAINS, school governance arrangements, envisaged under the 2009 Education Act, are barely functional. RAINS, therefore, is working to support the community supervision of schools through school management committees (SMCs) and parent teacher associations (PTAs). It has also established a multi-stakeholder platform at the district level that brings together local authorities, the media and other stakeholders to address issues of concern.

2. Empowering women

Tilitonse supports Oxfam Malawi and a number of local partners to strengthen women’s engagement with local government in 320 villages across 4 districts of Southern Malawi. The project supports community sensitisation and mobilisation through an approach that was originally developed for empowering people living with HIV-AIDS. It brings together 20-25 representatives of the target group and, with external facilitation, helps them to analyse their needs, understand their rights and develop strategies to engage with local duty bearers.

3. Responding to the impact of oil and gas production

Since commercial oil production began in Western Ghana in 2010, local communities in the affected coastal region have reported a range of negative impacts, including environmental damage, deterioration of infrastructure, high inflation and the near collapse of the local fishing industry. With the oil and gas industry generating little local employment, there have been few compensatory benefits. The oil companies provide some support to local communities in the form of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) projects. In the absence of participatory processes to establish community needs, however, these projects appear arbitrary and many of the community leaders we met described them as a source of conflict. According to one, ‘CSR is a system of divide and rule. Oil companies pick a few CSOs, give them Christmas presents, then go on to do whatever they want’.

STAR-Ghana is responding with a number of projects designed to improve community interaction with the oil and gas sector and the responsible government institutions. The Community Land and Development Foundation is developing a multi-stakeholder platform involving government, the private sector and communities, to improve co-ordination of CSR projects. At the time of our visit, only one oil company had publicly committed to the process. The Platform for Coastal Communities is an association of local communities that intends to track how government uses oil revenue to support the Western Region, in order to assess whether the benefits are being shared fairly. STAR-Ghana is also supporting the Ghana National Canoe Fishermen Council to establish a system to monitor whether oil companies comply with their environmental commitments.

4. Using social media to prevent election conflict

The social media organisation, Penplusbytes, received a grant from STAR-Ghana to establish a ‘crowd-sourced’ website that monitors comment on social media (e.g. Twitter and Facebook) regarding problems occurring on election day. Where issues emerged (e.g. a lack of materials at a particular polling station, leading to long queues), Penplusbytes passed the information on to the National Election Task Force for action. Through rapid citizen feedback, gathered through social media, problems that might have triggered security incidents were quickly resolved, contributing to a peaceful election.

5. Controlling corruption in fertiliser subsidies

The Kalondolondo programme in Malawi uses community scorecards to collect feedback on the delivery of development projects and public services, such as building schools, HIV-AIDS services and the use of local development funds. The process generates evidence on local problems and issues, which are then raised with the responsible authorities through community meetings. Kalondolondo also shares its findings with national authorities, often inviting local community members to testify to their accuracy.
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Objectives

2.1 In this section, we look at DFID’s progress in developing its overall approach to empowerment and accountability programming, including its emerging theory of change, its efforts to construct an evidence base and the emerging guidance it has produced for its country offices. We then review the strategies and designs of the three programmes in our sample.

DFID’s overall approach to empowerment and accountability

2.2 DFID’s approach to empowerment and accountability begins from a broad policy commitment (see paragraph 1.1 on page 2), rather than a strong evidence base of past impact. DFID currently offers its country offices only provisional or ‘emerging’ guidance, while encouraging country offices to come up with their own approaches and programme designs, based on their particular goals and the country context. Over time, as an evidence base emerges, DFID plans to develop more detailed guidance.

2.3 In its emerging guidance, DFID sets out a preliminary theory of change (see the DFID flowchart, Figure 3 on page 7). It suggests that donor programmes that promote citizen engagement with government can lead to greater political empowerment, as citizens become better able to voice their concerns and interests. This, in turn, can lead to greater government accountability, improved development results and transformational political and social change.

2.4 The model acknowledges that the causal links also go in the other direction. Political and social change may, in turn, generate greater empowerment and accountability. Empowerment sits at both ends of this change process, in recognition that it is both an entry point for programming and an outcome of wider development processes.

2.5 DFID has also developed a more elaborate theory of change, which is being tested as part of a forthcoming macro-evaluation of the empowerment and accountability portfolio (see paragraph 2.115 on page 23). This explores, in more detail, the change mechanisms that can be supported through empowerment and accountability programming. It posits that social accountability initiatives, such as community monitoring of public services, can lead to stronger demand for accountability by poor people and incentives for service providers to be more responsive and inclusive. It also posits that supporting civil society organisations (CSOs) to voice the interests of the poor in the political process can lead to pro-poor policy outcomes. These change processes closely match the objectives of the programmes we reviewed. It also describes other change mechanisms, including the economic empowerment of citizens, increased government transparency and the reform of political institutions.

2.6 An assumption behind DFID’s empowerment and accountability programming is that democratic accountability can emerge incrementally, through the gradual strengthening of citizen voice through civil society. This assumption cannot, at this point, be verified through evidence from developing countries (see paragraphs 2.9 to 2.11 on page 7). Nor is it necessarily supported by accounts of the historical development of longer established democracies. One recent historical work, for example, suggests that major institutional change is often linked to ‘critical junctures’; that is, major events or sets of circumstances that disrupt the existing economic and political balance in society.

2.7 At this stage, DFID leaves it to country offices to identify the change mechanisms that they would like to support, based on their own contextual analysis. The emerging guidance on DFID’s internal website provides working definitions of empowerment and accountability and suggests various ‘entry points’ (for example, parliament, the media and civil society) for programming. It encourages country offices to engage in political economy analysis to gain a better understanding of existing power relationships. It advises them to
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support ‘coalitions for change’ between citizens and elites around specific issues and to invest in the underlying conditions for empowerment and accountability, for example, by encouraging greater transparency in government. It does not, at this stage, offer a menu of programme options from which country offices can choose the elements that best fit their objectives and country conditions.

Figure 3: DFID’s overall theory of change for empowerment and accountability

Source: Empowering Poor People and Strengthening Accountability, DFID, undated.

2.8 We accept that, at this early point in a new and complex area of programming, DFID’s approach should not be too prescriptive. It should allow country offices the space for experimentation and learning. In practice, however, in the absence of clearer guidance, country teams seem to be falling back on the social accountability programme designs with which they are most familiar, namely, CSO grant-making funds. This suggests that DFID needs to move more quickly to develop practical guidance on programme design options.

The evidence behind DFID’s approach remains limited

2.9 In 2011, DFID commissioned a review of evidence on the impact of empowerment and accountability programming. Based on theoretical literature and evaluations of past programmes, the review concluded that the evidence was ‘fragmentary’. While it revealed some good examples of social accountability initiatives leading to local improvements in development outcomes, the results tended to be context-specific and difficult to replicate. Diverse and often inconsistent definitions of empowerment and accountability made results hard to measure and compare. Evidence that empowerment and accountability programming leads to wider changes in political dynamics was ‘particularly hard to find’.17

2.10 DFID-funded research programmes have produced similarly mixed results. In a review of over 100 case studies in 20 countries,18 the Development Research Centre on Citizenship, Participation and Accountability found that 75% had produced useful results, although not necessarily the results expected by donors. It noted that donor expectations are often unrealistic and that there is a need to measure a ‘middle ground’ of changes to attitudes and behaviours that are the more direct outcome of such programmes. The research was, nonetheless, optimistic that a critical mass of empowerment and accountability initiatives could lead to an accumulation of benefits over time, including a growing sense of citizenship, greater knowledge of rights and entitlements and a ‘thickening’ of civil society alliances and networks. This gradually leads to more pressure on states to improve their performance, although the process can be ‘long and arduous’.

2.11 The multi-country APPP has produced findings that, in our view, challenge some of the assumptions behind DFID’s past empowerment and accountability programming. APPP is sceptical that ‘demand-side’ programming can generate genuine performance incentives for governments, in the absence of changes at the political level. The Development Research Centre on Citizenship, Participation and Accountability similarly emphasises the importance of interventions that work on both sides of citizen-state relations. DFID informs us that it is working to incorporate these findings into its approach.

2 Findings

Programme design

The two grant-making instruments aim to increase civil society influence over government decision-making

2.12 The two grant-making programmes we examined – STAR-Ghana and Tilitonse in Malawi – share similar objectives. Both aim to increase the accountability and responsiveness of government as their ultimate impact. The intended outcomes are improved voice and influence for citizens and CSOs:

- for STAR-Ghana: ‘increased CSO and Parliamentary influence in the governance of public goods and service delivery’; and
- for Tilitonse: ‘citizen voice in achieving more inclusive, accountable and responsive governance strengthened’.

2.13 Both programmes aim to increase the influence of CSOs, so that they can become more effective intermediaries between citizens and the state. They support CSOs to increase citizens’ awareness of their rights, to generate evidence on government performance and to use that information to influence government decision-making. Both see the media and parliamentary committees as important channels through which CSOs can influence government.

2.14 Both programmes pursue these goals primarily by providing grants to CSOs for particular projects. They also provide their grantees with a range of non-financial support, including training on organisational development and on specialised topics, such as advocacy.

2.15 The two programmes began from different premises. In Ghana, DFID and other donors had been funding CSOs for a number of years, including core funding for national research and advocacy organisations and project funding for initiatives with local communities. While Ghanaian civil society was highly vocal, DFID was concerned that it was not engaging with government effectively. The STAR-Ghana design documents note that, while there had been some successes with influencing government policy, this had not translated into sustained improvements in service delivery. STAR-Ghana, therefore, set out to promote more productive engagement of civil society with government through influencing activities across the government business cycle (planning and policy-making, budgeting, implementation and monitoring).

2.16 The Tilitonse programme in Malawi was designed as a joint donor fund to support democratic governance, at a time when the scope for civil society engagement in the democratic process appeared to be shrinking. Before it began operations, however, a change of president led to a more open political environment, enabling Tilitonse to focus on supporting CSOs to interact constructively with government.

The programmes are yet to develop convincing strategies for increasing CSO influence over government

2.17 The key strategic challenge facing these programmes is how to increase civil society influence over government decision-making. They have used a number of creative approaches but still lack a fully convincing strategy.

2.18 First, the programmes group their grants around particular themes or sectors, such as health, education, elections, local governance and the extractive industries (although these are not strategically linked to DFID’s sector programming in the same areas). By supporting a portfolio of projects working in different ways towards common goals, the programmes aim for a critical mass of pressure for improved government performance.19

2.19 Second, the programmes seek to link activities at the local and national levels. Their portfolios include grants to local CSOs to help communities to engage more effectively with local government and service providers. In the process, these projects generate evidence on government performance and collect feedback from communities on how it could be improved. The two programmes then encourage the CSOs to use the evidence for policy advocacy at the national level.

---

19 In the case of STAR-Ghana, the interventions are grouped around the government business cycle (planning and policy-making, budget processes, implementation and monitoring and evaluation) at different levels of government. In each of its thematic areas, STAR-Ghana seeks to ensure a balanced portfolio of influence approaches.
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2.20 Third, the programmes encourage their grantees to increase their influence by forming partnerships. In Ghana, there are many existing civil society networks and platforms, some of which are supported by STAR-Ghana. In fact, we were concerned that STAR-Ghana may be creating yet more dialogue structures, when there already appear to be many. In Malawi, the Tilitonse design documents acknowledge that civil society is more fragmented. While a few of the CSOs we visited had well-defined advocacy goals and approaches, many of the projects we viewed, it was difficult to determine how major influencing goals could be achieved within a 12-18 month project cycle.

2.21 Fourth, the programmes encourage CSOs to work with parliament and the media. They provide some financial support to media organisations and parliamentary committees to facilitate these alliances. Although this support is too recent to evaluate its results, it appears to be a long-term strategy. The parliamentary committees we visited had few resources for travelling and interacting with the public and, therefore, welcomed CSO support for collecting community input. On the other hand, they also acknowledged having very little influence over government policy. We were also informed that CSO lobbying of parliamentary committees rarely influences the way their members vote in parliament.

2.22 Finally, both programmes provide their grantees with training on advocacy techniques. They are taught to identify their advocacy goals and formulate a strategy for achieving them. Common advocacy techniques include organising public meetings between government officials and stakeholders, issuing press releases, making radio programmes and lobbying parliamentary committees.

2.23 While a few of the CSOs we visited had well-defined advocacy goals and approaches, most were new to the advocacy field and had only a tentative idea of what they were trying to achieve and how. Their attempts to provide feedback to government on its performance were only occasionally successful. Government agencies in both countries typically face significant financial and human resource constraints, as well as an overwhelming reform agenda. Their willingness and ability to take on board new evidence or policy ideas is limited. In this environment, unstructured or ad hoc feedback from communities is unlikely to have significant influence.

2.24 Successful advocacy campaigns are, by nature, complex to plan and execute. They involve coordinated efforts across multiple actors over a sustained period and are informed by sound political analysis. At present, most of the CSO grantees in both programmes have not yet achieved this capacity. We were not always convinced that project-based grant funding was the right instrument for developing this capacity. In many of the projects we reviewed, it was difficult to establish how major influencing goals could be achieved within a 12-18 month project cycle.

2.25 We were also concerned that the programmes, in some cases, appeared to be encouraging CSOs with a service delivery background to move into advocacy. In some cases, it appeared that CSOs had included advocacy activities in service delivery projects in order to access the funding. For example:

- Youth Alive helps street children in three districts of northern Ghana to access health and education services;
- the Integrated Action Development Initiative supports English language clubs in 26 schools in western Ghana; and
- the Sinapi Aba Trust in Ghana provides management training to private schools.

2.26 In these cases, the grantees were focussed on service delivery and were struggling to identify policy-relevant information that could be used for advocacy.

2.27 Overall, we found that both STAR-Ghana and Tilitonse lacked a realistic assessment of the current strengths and limitations of CSOs and how they might feasibly develop over the life of the programme. In the absence of such analysis, we found that the expectations of CSO grantees and the extent to which they would be able to influence government were often unrealistic.
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Empowerment and accountability programmes are not linked to national policy-making processes or DFID’s own sector programmes

2.28 Given the challenges involved in mounting effective advocacy campaigns, we would have expected to see the programmes making more use of established channels for civil society to input into government policy-making. In both countries, donors have, for many years, encouraged the governments to open up their policy-making processes to civil society input and to introduce joint monitoring through annual sector reviews. In a few instances, such as within the education sector in Ghana and the water and sanitation sector in Malawi, these programmes are helping CSOs to contribute more effectively to such processes. In general, however, the programmes are not targeting existing channels for CSO influence.

2.29 The programmes are also not well linked to DFID’s own sector programmes. DFID’s education programmes in Ghana, for example, contain a range of social accountability elements, such as strengthening community management of schools. Several STAR-Ghana grantees are pursuing similar goals. Although there is some consultation between the programmes, they are not designed to be mutually supporting. As strengthening school management committees and parent teacher associations is part of the government’s national education strategy, it is not clear what STAR-Ghana is adding by pursuing the same goals in a few districts.

2.30 In this respect, DFID needs to be clearer about the different strategies required for ‘long-route’ and ‘short-route’ accountability; that is, promoting accountability through the democratic process or through direct engagement of citizens with service providers (see paragraph 1.9 on page 3). In the latter case, the goal is to promote regular, constructive engagement between communities and government. This is most likely to happen where DFID works with both civil society and government to promote behaviour changes on both sides and to create more opportunities for institutionalised interaction.

The criteria for choosing and designing delivery instruments remain unclear

2.31 At present, DFID lacks clear criteria for choosing among the different delivery options for its social accountability programmes. While DFID’s guidance lists a wide range of possible entry points and approaches for empowerment and accountability programming, it appears that the majority of country offices are defaulting to civil society grant-making instruments as a programme model. We encountered significant reservation among DFID advisers and implementing partners on whether competitive grant-making to CSOs is the best approach.

2.32 Competitive grant-making is useful for identifying and providing seed funding for the most innovative proposals among a wide circle of potential applicants. It also has some inherent disadvantages. As our past reviews of the Conflict Pool and the Arab Partnership Participation Fund have found, it tends to result in a scattered portfolio of small-scale activities that are difficult to scale up or link into a strategic whole. While strong on innovation, it is relatively weak on focus and intensity of engagement.

2.33 The larger the instrument and the more grants it provides, the more difficult it is to maintain a clear strategic approach. We found that both STAR-Ghana and Tilitonse have large (relative to their management capacity) and fairly fragmented portfolios. The high volume of grant-making creates a substantial management burden (see the Delivery section on page 12), allowing the programme management teams limited time to work with individual grantees on their strategies.

2.34 We were unable to find any evidence that the choice of a competitive grant-making instrument and the decision on the volume of funding was based on an explicit consideration of the compromises involved. This is an area where DFID needs to develop more explicit guidance.
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2.35 Furthermore, there are important choices to be made in the design and delivery of grant-making instruments, which also involve compromises between competing objectives (we have summarised some of the choices in Figure 4). A key choice is between competitive grant-making (where funds are awarded on the basis of the most promising applications) and managed grant-making (where the programmes make strategic choices as to which partners to support and help to shape their activities). There are also important choices to be made on which types of CSOs to support, between national and local projects, in the number and size of grants and in the types of capacity building support that are offered.

2.36 Many of these choices are made by the contractor managing the programme, in consultation with DFID, either through the bidding process or during the inception phase. The implications of each choice are complex and may emerge only after several years of implementation.

Figure 4: Design choices in CSO grant-making instruments

In the design of CSO grant-making instruments, DFID faces a series of compromises, each of which influences outcomes in complex ways.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Managed grants</th>
<th>Competitive grants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National CSOs</td>
<td>Community-based CSOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic impact at national level</td>
<td>Scalable impact at local level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core funding</td>
<td>Project funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fewer, longer grants</td>
<td>More, shorter grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tailored, specialised capacity development</td>
<td>Generic capacity development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.37 We found that each programme was wrestling, independently, with a similar set of questions, without the benefit of experience from other programmes. One report of a learning event among some of DFID’s managing contractors concluded: ‘There was little evidence that these various country designs were based on any explicit comparative advantage of what the alternative designs could have been... In fact many of the programme staff in the room were surprised at how different their programme was from those of the others without really knowing why this was the case.” DFID needs to begin developing guidance on the merits of different delivery options and design parameters, so that country offices can understand the compromises involved.

Kalondolondo has more limited objectives, allowing for a more straightforward design

2.38 The goal of the Kalondolondo programme in Malawi is to improve service delivery by promoting constructive engagement between communities and service providers. It is an example of what the World Bank calls the ‘short route’ to accountability through direct citizen-government interaction, with no explicit goals on transformative political change (see paragraph 1.9 on page 3). DFID funds a group of Malawian CSOs to conduct community monitoring of development initiatives (e.g. HIV-AIDS programmes, school construction projects and the distribution of subsidised farm inputs) by means of a ‘scorecard’ (see Figure 2 on page 5).

2.39 The programme has a number of strong design features. It teaches communities that government services and development projects are an entitlement, rather than a gift from influential individuals. It generates knowledge of government programmes and processes. It helps communities to identify and resolve barriers in the delivery of particular services; for example, where local chiefs are acting in their own interests, rather than in those of the community. It encourages them to engage in self-help, including contributing their own labour and materials to develop local infrastructure.

2.40 The scorecard process also generates evidence on how well government programmes are delivered. Kalondolondo collects this data and provides it to the national authorities, often inviting local community members to present their experiences. Over several years, Kalondolondo has built up

---
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credibility with national service providers and is often invited to share its findings.

2.41 This influencing strategy is effective, mainly for resolving problems in the delivery of existing government programmes, in cases where national authorities share an interest in improving services. It is not set up to campaign for new programmes or entitlements. These more modest objectives enable it to make effective use of existing capabilities within civil society and local communities. By building on what is already there, it is more likely to deliver practical benefits in the short run. Had we been scoring each of the programmes individually, Kalondolondo would score green for Objectives, owing to its well-conceived design.

Delivery

Assessment: Green-Amber 🟢

2.42 In this section, we look at how effectively the three programmes are delivered. We consider the quality of the grant-making process, the adequacy of financial management and the attention given to securing value for money.

Grant-making processes

Selection criteria and grant-making methods are sound but not sufficiently flexible

2.43 In STAR-Ghana and Tilitonse, we found that grant-making processes were competently managed. In both cases, however, some quality in delivery has been sacrificed due to the high volume of grants. This led to processes that are somewhat standardised and inflexible. Both programmes provide a combination of competitive grants (where applicants bid for funds on the strength of their project proposals) and managed grants (funding provided directly to selected partners). The competitive funding rounds may be open or limited to specific themes or areas. STAR-Ghana provides managed grants for capacity development and for ‘strategic opportunities’, for example, to scale up a successful initiative. Tilitonse plans to provide managed grants, although this component of the programme is still under development.

2.44 Both programmes have clear, transparent and appropriate selection criteria for their grantees. These include minimum organisational requirements and a track record of successful delivery. We saw some evidence that STAR-Ghana’s practice of holding thematic or sector-specific funding rounds to access funding was pushing CSOs into unfamiliar areas. If, for example, the programme issues a request for proposals for a health project, CSOs in need of funding may attempt to create a health project, without prior expertise in that area. Improved sequencing of the funding rounds would assist in resolving this problem.

2.45 Applicants are assessed on the quality of their proposals, their ability to formulate clear reasons for change, their anticipated results and the strategic fit in terms of the programme. Innovatively, STAR-Ghana seeks to ensure a spread of interventions across the government-directed business cycle and at different levels of government, to ensure various approaches to influence government.

2.46 In its first funding round, STAR-Ghana required its grantees to enter into new partnerships and alliances, as a condition to access funding. This was partially successful. While we recognise the value in promoting linkages between local and national CSOs, forcing alliances can lead to ineffectual, short-lived partnerships – a lesson that STAR-Ghana has now taken into consideration.

2.47 We are also concerned that, in trying to broker partnerships, the programmes may be displacing the work of existing CSO networks and alliances. Both programmes fund a number of CSO umbrella organisations (i.e. membership organisations of CSOs working in a particular area). We observed that providing project funding to umbrella organisations can result in building up their own delivery capacity, thus placing them in competition with their own members. In initial funding rounds, STAR-Ghana offered short-period grants of 6-12 months. The grantees informed us that this time frame was too limited for substantial results. In subsequent funding rounds, STAR-Ghana has offered grants of up to three years, which appears to be a more effective use of its resources.
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2.48 While STAR-Ghana’s and Tilitonse’s grant-making procedures are generally well conceived, the quality of implementation is affected by the large number of grants. The programme management teams are constrained in their ability to work with grantees individually, in order to develop their proposals or address implementation challenges. As a result, the focus of the relationship is on compliance with programme requirements, rather than on strategy and learning.

Delivery capacity is being developed but wider organisational change is less apparent

2.49 Both programmes provide capacity development support to their grantees, which is key to achieving results that will outlast the project cycle. Grantees carry out an organisational self-assessment, against set criteria, to diagnose their own capacity needs. They then agree to a capacity building plan, to be implemented over the life of the grant. The STAR-Ghana grantees report annually on their capacity building progress and their reports are reviewed by the programme’s quality assurance team.

2.50 Both programmes are searching for the most effective way to support capacity development. Capacity building initially took the form of a standardised package of support, mainly aimed to help grantees to manage properly grant funds and reporting requirements. STAR-Ghana, for example, offered grantees a training package on monitoring and evaluation, financial management, gender and social exclusion and policy advocacy. Programme reviews point to the need for a more holistic approach, with specialised support tailored to the needs of individual grantees. STAR-Ghana now has a greater focus on mentoring by specialist private sector or other CSO trainers.

2.51 During our visits to grantees, there was evidence of capacity development, particularly around financial management, value for money analysis and monitoring and evaluation. It was more difficult to attest to improved policy advocacy, although it may be too early to judge.

2.52 Tilitonse has experienced difficulties with making its capacity building programme operational, owing to poor performance by a local non-governmental organisation (NGO) brought into the managing consortium to run the capacity building component. Following a review of the programme’s capacity building approach, commissioned by the governing board, this arrangement was terminated and a full-time capacity building manager within the Secretariat has been engaged. Grantees will, in future, receive support from individual mentors.

2.53 It is helpful to note that both programmes use external contractors to provide capacity development support to complement their own capacity and achieve better value. They have learned, however, that the support delivered by contractors tends to be insufficiently tailored to the needs of individual grantees and, therefore, not as effective as it could be. While outside providers can play a useful role, the programme management teams should remain closely involved in the design and delivery of capacity development activities to ensure they meet the needs of each grantee. Both programme management teams have recently requested permission from DFID to increase their in-house capacity building expertise.

Governance and financial management

Governance arrangements provide for stakeholder representation but at the expense of clear lines of accountability

2.54 Both programmes have a governing board, consisting of donors and a number of eminent nationals. The governing board oversees the programme management team, sets the strategic approach and approves the individual grants, based on the recommendation of the programme management team. By including various prominent figures from civil society, the boards provide some indirect representation for the intended beneficiaries.

2.55 The two governing boards have taken some time to define their role and become effective. In the case of STAR-Ghana, the board was quite passive during its first year of operation. In response to a recommendation from the first annual programme review, the board has now adopted new terms of reference and become more active. In the case of Tilitonse, the first annual review found that the board had been too closely involved in
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management decisions, to the detriment of its operations.

2.56 While it is not surprising that such boards require time to become effective, they have been held back by a lack of clarity relating to their role. The Ghanaian board members pointed out to us that the lines of accountability are blurred by DFID’s direct contractual relationship with the managing contractor (a consortium led by the international consulting firm, Coffey International). The board has no direct role in overseeing this contractual relationship and, therefore, has no authority in matters such as levels of staffing or management overhead. There is also on-going debate within the board on whether STAR-Ghana should move towards becoming a permanent national entity with its own legal status, which would change the role of the board.

Fiduciary controls are broadly appropriate but programme management is stretched by the high volume of grant making

2.57 The managing contractors are faced with two competing sets of pressure from DFID. First, they need to manage the significant fiduciary risks involved in providing grants to CSOs with limited organisational capacity. Second, they need to meet ambitious spending targets for high-volume grant-making. From the outset of the programme, they are under pressure to begin grant-making as soon as possible. In the case of Tilitonse, this led to the commencement of grant-making before all the management systems were fully in place.

2.58 Our review of the financial management procedures of STAR-Ghana and Tilitonse showed that they are, generally, well designed. There are, however, signs that both programmes are struggling to implement their respective procedures effectively while, at the same time, managing large volumes of grants.

2.59 Applicants are required to present two or three years of audited accounts. With regard to STAR-Ghana, potential grantees undergo a ‘light touch’ due diligence process, based on a questionnaire setting out minimum standards across 18 areas. The assessment is limited to verifying compliance with minimum standards, which are the same for all applicants, whether large and established CSOs or new, local organisations. This does not allow for the identification of specific risk areas for individual grantees to inform capacity development. Tilitonse’s due diligence procedures are more substantial, based on an assessment tool originally developed for UK CSOs.

2.60 Grantees receive their funding in quarterly or semi-annual advances, upon presentation of evidence that the previous advance was properly spent. For STAR-Ghana, this means providing copies of bank statements and cash books; for Tilitonse, it means submitting original receipts. Both programmes provide grantees with capacity development on financial management.

2.61 STAR-Ghana grantees are required to undergo external audits every year, while Tilitonse grantees are required to undergo external audits at least once during the life of the project. There are audit committees within the governing boards that can commission additional internal or external audits.

2.62 An external audit of STAR-Ghana, commissioned by DFID in its second year of operation, found evidence that the due diligence and expenditure monitoring systems were not operating effectively. It examined 15 grantees and discovered that, in many cases, payment transactions were unsupported, bank reconciliations had not been prepared and cash books had not been properly maintained. The Board responded by commissioning an audit of the remaining 66 grantees. It found similar problems in 60% of them. STAR-Ghana responded by suspending grants to the CSOs with the most serious problems, requiring them to take remedial steps as a condition of resumption. It also strengthened its due diligence and monitoring processes. This included the creation of a risk register, in which each grantee is assigned a risk rating and prioritised for monitoring visits, accordingly.

2.63 Beyond these basic fiduciary controls, neither programme has a comprehensive approach to managing fraud and corruption risk. Both programmes include anti-corruption clauses in their grant agreements, which define corrupt practices and provide that any violations are grounds for
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immediate cancellation. Neither programme has the resources to follow through actively on this provision, with Tilitonse in particular lacking adequate staffing in the financial management area.

2.64 Providing grants to CSOs inevitably entails some level of fiduciary risk, which needs to be mitigated through grant-making procedures that limit DFID’s financial exposure, while building up grantees financial management capacity. While the programmes are attempting to do this, the STAR-Ghana experience suggests that the capacity building support may not be producing the desired results. This appears to be because the volume of grants is too high, making it difficult for the project management teams to give each grantee the individual support and monitoring it requires. DFID should take this into consideration, when deciding on the scale of funding for CSO grant-making programmes.

2.65 We recognise that increasing the level of fiduciary oversight across the board would have significant resource implications for the programme management team. The solution is to have a more active risk-based approach. A more detailed risk assessment of each individual grantee should be carried out during the initial due diligence process. Capacity building activities should be designed to address already identified risks and each grantee’s progress should be individually monitored. Oversight of fraud and corruption should then be proportionate to the level of residual risk posed by each individual grantee. We note that STAR-Ghana’s introduction of a risk register is a step in this direction. Figure A2 in the Annex contains our suggestions on how a more active fiduciary risk management approach can be implemented.

Value for money

DFID should ensure sufficient management resources and non-financial support for the level of grant-making

2.66 The cost-effectiveness of a grant-making instrument is influenced by a wide range of factors, including the level of administrative cost, the balance between financial and non-financial support to grantees and the level of individualised attention they are given by the management team. While there are some economies of scale that can be achieved with larger programmes, the trade-off is that procedures become more standardised, resulting in a potential decline in effectiveness.

2.67 For future programmes, based on the experience of STAR-Ghana, there may be a value for money case for decreasing the number of grants, in order to allow for greater expenditure on capacity building and to increase the scope for the programme managers to provide individualised support to grantees.

2.68 It is notable that DFID’s procurement process resulted in the selection of managing contractors offering very different levels of administrative support for similar programmes. During their inception period, when the two programmes faced similar challenges in putting in place grant-making procedures, Tilitonse had just 6 full-time equivalent positions, compared to 12.4 for STAR-Ghana. Although both programme management teams have subsequently been increased, at the time of our visit Tilitonse remained under-resourced. It appears, therefore, that the initial tender process did not make the best assessment of value for money. We are informed that DFID’s tender assessment criteria have subsequently been revised.

The programmes are actively controlling costs

2.69 Both programmes pay close attention to controlling costs within their grant-making but would benefit from a more rounded approach to assess value for money.

2.70 Applicants are required to present budgets that are broken down into individual activities and are transparent on their unit costs (e.g. for a seminar, specifying the daily cost for each participant). There are clear rules on what costs are eligible for inclusion. STAR-Ghana maintains a database of unit costs, based on market rates across the

---

23 This is our own calculation, based on data provided by the two programmes. We have assumed that a full-time position is equivalent to 220 working days of input each year. As both programmes had six-month inception phases, we have taken this period as valid for comparison. We have taken the days of agreed personnel input from the original contracts with the managing agent: 1,362 days for STAR-Ghana and 717 for Tilitonse. These numbers equate to 12.4 full-time equivalent positions for STAR-Ghana, compared with 6 such positions for Tilitonse.
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country. These are used to challenge applicants on their budgets. Cost-effectiveness measures also have to be included in project-result frameworks and monitored continuously, with grantees requested to report quarterly on measures they have taken to improve value for money. All this suggests good attention to cost control.

2.71 Both programmes routinely revise proposed project budgets downwards when making their awards: in the case of STAR-Ghana, by 50-60% across the board. The management team informed us that this is often because budget proposals contain overpricing or inadmissible items. We note, however, that this has resulted in most grantees being required to reduce the scope of their activities, either by removing project components or working in a narrower geographic area. In some cases, the grantees informed us that this had compromised their overall strategy. We note that reducing the costs of projects does not necessarily result in increased value for money. Because the budget cuts have been uniform across the portfolio, we are concerned that value for money assessments are not being made individually.

The Kalondolondo delivery model suggests that better value for money options are available for local interventions

2.72 A final value for money issue relates to the use of CSO grant instruments. Running a competitive selection process and providing capacity building support and oversight across a diverse group of grantees necessarily entails substantial management cost.

2.73 By contrast, the Kalondolondo model shows that a direct grant to an established CSO can be used to fund simpler, more standardised interventions far more cost-effectively. Kalondolondo is managed by a consortium comprising Plan Malawi, Action Aid Malawi and the Council for Non-Governmental Organisations, which is a civil society umbrella organisation. It implements its community scorecard assessments through 40 local CSOs, which receive ‘sub-grants’ of no more than £5,000 each on a non-competitive basis. The partners are selected by Kalondolondo on the basis of their ties to the communities where they operate. In addition, they must have, at a minimum, legal identity, a physical office, a project accountant and a basic accounting system.

2.74 Kalondolondo provides its partners with five days of training on how to implement the scorecard methodology. Because most of them work through volunteers, their implementation costs are low. We observed that, even though Kalondolondo’s activities are similar to those of many of the Tilitonse grantees, it is able to deliver them at a fraction of the cost.

2.75 The question of which model – a competitive grant-making process or a direct grant to deliver a standardised activity – represents better value for money depends upon the objectives. A grant-making instrument is better suited to promoting a range of unique and innovative activities. The Kalondolondo model is better suited to tried and tested interventions that need to be implemented in a standard way across multiple sites. STAR-Ghana and Tilitonse have, to some extent, tried to pursue both objectives, with the risk that they are unable to do either one cost-effectively. Kalondolondo, on the other hand, has delivered some significant development impact for modest expenditure, as discussed in the next section.

Impact

2.76 In this section, we look at the emerging impact from the three programmes. The programmes are at a mid-point of implementation and we viewed only a part of their total activities. Our findings, therefore, are based on the results observable at present and our scoring relates to whether the programmes appear able to deliver the type of results they intend.

The numerical targets set for the programmes provide little information on results for the intended beneficiaries

2.77 Each of the programmes has indicators, milestones and targets for measuring its outcomes and outputs. We found, however, that these indicators are of little help in assessing what has been achieved for the intended beneficiaries. The milestones appear to be arbitrary, with the programmes over-shooting their targets as often as failing to meet them. Although there is some narrative description of individual results in STAR-
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Ghana’s reports, it is not sufficient to enable us to interpret the significance of the results. Indeed, we find that the emphasis on numerical measures of results is getting in the way of qualitative analysis of what changes are occurring and their significance.

2.78 STAR-Ghana and Kalondolondo appear to be broadly on track to achieve their planned outputs and outcomes. Tilitonse’s first annual report contains few data on results, although it does provide some examples of outputs achieved by individual grantees.

2.79 STAR-Ghana’s intended outcome is ‘increased civil society and parliamentary influence in the governance of public goods and service delivery’. It measures progress towards this goal through the following indicators:

- the number of times duty bearers (i.e. government, traditional authorities or the private sector) have engaged with citizens as a result of STAR-Ghana projects: currently 31 against a milestone of 15;
- the number of grant partners invited to contribute to duty bearer decision-making: currently 38 against a milestone of 70; and
- the number of times parliamentary committees have engaged proactively with STAR-Ghana grantees: currently 3 against a milestone of 3.

2.80 At the output level, there has been an improvement in grantee capacity, in both technical areas and general organisational capacity. The grantees are delivering their projects on schedule. A key output is the generation of evidence to inform government policy and practice. To this end, 41 grantees have generated evidence, which has been communicated to policy-makers in 32 cases and taken into consideration in 21 (all three figures are ahead of target).

2.81 Kalondolondo reports that it has involved 35,000 citizens in its scorecard assessments (against a milestone of 20,000), carried out 1,869 individual assessments of services or development projects (against a target of 2,000) and organised 55 meetings between communities and local authorities (above the target of 45). It has helped to influence local authorities in 35 cases over 14 districts (against a target of 30). On six occasions, it has been invited by government agencies to carry out a scorecard assessment, outside its planned programme (ahead of target).

The programmes are achieving constructive community engagement with government

2.82 We conducted our own assessment of emerging results from the 22 projects we visited in Ghana and Malawi (see Figure A1 in the Annex for the full details of our methodology and the results). We categorised the results from each project, according to a qualitative scale of our own devising, in order to identify patterns in the emerging results. The exercise demonstrated that the three programmes are generally achieving a good range of results at the local community level, corresponding broadly to what the World Bank calls the ‘short route’ of accountability through direct citizen engagement with government. These results included:

- communities reporting increased collective sense of empowerment (14 out of 22 projects);
- community members demonstrating improved knowledge of their rights and the responsibilities and performance of government (16 out of 22);
- community decision-making processes being more coherent and inclusive (13 out of 22);
- increased and more constructive interaction between the intended beneficiaries and local duty bearers (17 out of 22); and
- localised solutions having been found to problems identified by communities (15 out of 22).

2.83 These local results were most striking in Malawi and in the poorer regions of northern Ghana, where community empowerment starts from a lower base. Examples of some of the results we saw are given in Figure 5 on page 18.

2.84 This assessment methodology has some limitations. As we did not have baselines (i.e.

---

24 This is based on the results reported by grantees and verified by independent assessors, engaged by STAR-Ghana.
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analysis of the situation prior to the project), we relied on beneficiary accounts of the changes that had occurred, which may lead to some overstatement of results.

Figure 5: Some early results from DFID’s empowerment and accountability portfolio

The following examples are taken from the sample of 22 projects we visited in Ghana and Malawi. They illustrate some of the types of results that these programmes are able to achieve.

Promoting community engagement in education

The Regional Advisory Information and Network Systems (RAINS) is a Ghanaian CSO working to strengthen School Management Committees (SMCs) in Northern Ghana and it has established a multi-stakeholder platform to address issues of concern to the community (see Figure 2, Example 1 on page 5). In the two villages we visited, we learned that the SMCs had become much more active through the encouragement of RAINS, with a clearer understanding of their role and responsibilities. By lobbying the district authority and the Ghana Education Service, the SMCs had achieved the recruitment of additional teachers and funding for new school buildings. The stakeholder platform successfully negotiated with the lorry drivers’ union not to allow unaccompanied girls to hitchhike, a practice that exposes them to the risk of trafficking.

Empowering women

Oxfam Malawi is working to empower local women across four districts in southern Malawi (see Figure 2, Example 2 on page 5). According to one of the beneficiaries we interviewed, the project ‘urges people to get angry about their situation and to take action for change’. The women we met reported a range of results, many of them of a self-help nature. Many people living with HIV-AIDS have disclosed their status and begun speaking out in community groups and forums. Local networks have been formed to tackle violence against women. Communities have come together to carry out community policing, create nursery schools and develop Village Savings and Loan groups. The latter help to protect vulnerable women from economic shocks, while enhancing their self-confidence and social status.

The communities have also increased their interaction with local authorities. The project has organised a number of meetings between communities and government officials. The latter informed us that they appreciate these efforts, as local authorities otherwise lack the resources to engage with communities. There has been some resulting improvement in local services, including the introduction of mobile health clinics and improvements to the administration of the Farm Input Subsidy Programme (FISP). The project has also supported some local women to participate in national consultations on Malawi’s Post-2015 Development Agenda.

In many cases, however, local authorities are unable to respond to the demands made by communities, due to inadequate financial and human capacity. The project acknowledged the risk that communities will become disillusioned if their heightened expectations cannot be met.

Controlling corruption in fertiliser subsidies

The Kalondolondo programme in Malawi uses community scorecards to collect feedback on the delivery of development projects and public services (see Figure 2, Example 5 on page 5). Community members in several villages that we visited reported to us that the evidence collected through the scorecard process had made them better placed to negotiate with local authorities. In one of several successful initiatives, Kalondolondo surveyed the FISP programme, through which the poorest rural households across Malawi receive coupons for the purchase of subsidised seed and fertiliser. According to the communities we met, the FISP programme has had major corruption problems, with subsidised inputs often acquired fraudulently by merchants, causing the intended beneficiaries to miss out. Kalondolondo produced evidence that a poorly organised distribution system was exacerbating the problem. Following its representations to national authorities (although not solely attributable to Kalondolondo), the distribution system was modified. All beneficiaries from a particular group of villages are now scheduled to purchase their inputs on a particular day, in alphabetical order, with the community itself policing the process. Because community members are well known to each other, interlopers are easily detected and excluded. The communities we visited reported that this had resulted in major improvements to the programme.

2.85 The pattern is, nonetheless, instructive. It suggests that the projects are delivering localised results at a good rate. They are promoting community empowerment and self-help and encouraging better interaction with local service providers. Many have proved effective at identifying blockages or inequities in the delivery of services and at negotiating local solutions, often with elements of
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community self-help. For example, they encourage communities to participate actively in the running of local schools or to contribute their labour to local development projects. These types of impact are not currently being captured by programme monitoring systems. Our project sample included various techniques for community empowerment, such as community scorecard assessments of local services, economic literacy training and participatory planning. Provided they were competently administered, it appeared to make little difference which approach was used. They all shared the common element of skilled facilitators helping communities to analyse and articulate their needs and engage constructively with local authorities. The facilitators were often local volunteers. The most effective projects were those delivered by CSOs that have established strong relationships with the communities where they work.

2.86 It is notable that the results we identified at this level did not involve adversarial accountability processes. They worked by finding solutions that were in the common interest of all parties. In fact, the projects also delivered clear benefits for local service providers. The local authorities in question were able to operate more effectively within the limits of their resources and enjoyed greater legitimacy, as a result of improved interaction with communities. We observed that local accountability emerged from the increased frequency and quality of interaction between communities and local authorities, rather than through explicit redress for poor performance.

2.87 We observed a good example of this type of result in northern Ghana, where a local community-based organisation, called the District Civic Union (DCU), had been working with a group of women traders. The women refused to pay a charge to the District Authority for the use of the local market because they believed the revenues would not be properly used. Communication between the two sides had broken down. DCU brokered a solution whereby the women began paying the charge after the District Authority agreed to post details on its notice board of how much revenue was collected and how it was spent, as well as giving the women a right to negotiate over the level of the charge. The initiative opened up a regular channel of communication between the women and District Councillors, through which a number of other local problems were raised and resolved. This kind of ‘collective action problem’, stemming from a lack of trust and poor communication, is often amenable to solutions identified by an external facilitator.26

2.88 It is important, however, to be realistic about the results that can be achieved through local social accountability initiatives. In both countries, impacts were constrained by the limited power and resources available to local authorities. In Malawi, we noted some instances where community mobilisation without an effective government response had led to frustration and a sense of disempowerment. Linking local empowerment activities to increased local development budgets (as is commonly done in community-driven development programmes) might be one way of reducing this risk.

2.89 In Ghana, we visited fishing communities in the Western Region that were affected by the oil and gas industry, who were clearly already angry and highly mobilised. In this context, offering further awareness raising without credible solutions runs a real risk of triggering conflict.

Results at the national level are more difficult to achieve

2.90 Our scoring reveals a thinner set of results for CSO advocacy at the national level. While 11 of the 22 projects had collected evidence to feed into national decision-making processes, we saw only 4 instances where it had been taken into consideration. This had led to three examples of changes to national programmes, two instances of changes to policies or plans and two changes to budget allocations or expenditure patterns. In terms of concrete impact for the intended beneficiaries (namely, the public at large), the projects in our sample achieved improved security in Ghana’s last election (Penplusbytes), reduced
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corruption in Malawi’s fertiliser subsidy programme (Kalondolondo) and, arguably, made some improvements to basic education in Ghana (Ghana National Education Campaign Coalition). While some of these projects may deliver additional advocacy results in due course, it is clear that national impact is significantly harder to achieve.

2.91 In earlier programmes in Ghana, DFID has helped to finance civil society campaigns, such as gender equality and the rights of people with disabilities, in areas that are not particularly contentious in national politics. In the absence of strong political interest, sustained lobbying eventually led to the adoption of new policy statements and laws. We are informed, however, that implementation of these commitments has been slow and the practical results limited.

2.92 In politically contested areas, such as oil and gas in Ghana, policy-making is necessarily a very complex process. CSOs are only one voice among many. While a CSO campaign may, from time to time, make a decisive difference, such successes depend upon sets of political conditions that are transitory and difficult to replicate. Furthermore, successful instances of CSO lobbying fall within the normal politics of policy-making.\(^27\) They would not, of themselves, result in more accountable and responsive government, which is the kind of transformative social and political change that DFID seeks in its theory of change (see Figure 3 on page 7).

2.93 The fact that results are difficult to achieve does not, in itself, mean that the goal is not worth pursuing. The risks for Ghana’s development from the oil and gas sector are clearly substantial. If relatively modest investments in civil society advocacy can offer even a small chance of reduced levels of corruption and conflict, then that may amount to a worthwhile use of the aid budget. It would seem more credible, however, to define the intended impacts in terms of breakthroughs in specific policy areas or governance problems, rather than in terms of changes to the political system itself.

None of the programmes have yet found a convincing approach to achieving sustainability

2.94 The programmes we reviewed were wrestling with the question of how to achieve sustainable results, without finding a clear way forward. Because they work through CSOs as intermediaries between citizens and the state, they tend to see the sustainability challenge in terms of delivering lasting improvements in CSO capacity and creating new civil society networks. Ghana, as a middle-income country, faces the prospect of declining aid flows in the future. STAR-Ghana has begun a debate with its CSO grantees on how to diversify their funding sources and organised a ‘sustainability learning festival’ in April 2013. The event showed that grantees have, so far, made little or no progress on securing alternative funding sources.

2.95 There is an obvious tension between the goal of building sustainable CSO capacity and the use of project funding to achieve it. This tension is exacerbated where, as in STAR-Ghana and Tilitonse, the programmes dominate the supply of CSO funding in the countries in question. Inevitably, CSOs shape their activities to meet donor requirements. Once the funding is no longer available, they are likely to reorient their activities once again. In the meantime, the availability of continuing project funding acts as a disincentive to diversify funding sources. The lack of a convincing solution to this dilemma amounts to a significant weakness in the programmes’ theory of change.

2.96 There is discussion about trying to make the funding instruments themselves sustainable. In Zambia, for example, a civil society funding instrument, supported by DFID, has transformed itself into a local CSO, to give it greater local legitimacy and enable it to seek funding from other sources. In STAR-Ghana, we noted an interest at the board level in transforming the programme into a local legal entity with a fully domestic governance structure, capable of raising funds from a wider range of sources. This option seems worth exploring further in both Ghana and Malawi (see
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additional recommendation 9 in Figure A2 of the Annex).

Learning

2.97 In this section, we look at both the adequacy of monitoring and evaluation (M&E) and at whether the programmes are adjusting their approaches in the light of their experience with implementation. We also look at how well DFID, in the UK, is supporting learning across the empowerment and accountability portfolio.

Monitoring, evaluation and learning at the programme level

Programme monitoring is competently done but supports contractor accountability more than substantive learning

2.98 Empowerment and accountability is a novel part of DFID’s portfolio, in which the evidence base is acknowledged to be limited. According to DFID’s guidance on business cases, in these circumstances the programmes should be recognised as innovative and must include ‘a rigorous M&E strategy or impact evaluation plan’.28

2.99 To that end, both STAR-Ghana and Tilitonse have invested substantial effort into developing M&E strategies. In doing so, they face some substantial technical challenges. The programmes depend on their grantees to deliver results. The grantees, in turn, are trying to promote complex behavioural changes among communities and governments, which are slow to appear and difficult to measure. Their interventions are small in scale and take place in a complex environment with many other influences, making attribution difficult. As CSOs capacity to monitor and evaluate such changes is generally low, both programmes need to begin by building the capacity of their grantees to measure results.

2.100 The STAR-Ghana and Tilitonse logical frameworks establish indicators and targets for measuring their overall progress towards their intended outputs and outcomes. The indicators focus on items that can be aggregated or counted. For example, they assess the number of occasions in which grantees successfully influence government processes. These figures are derived from grantee reports and verified by the programme management teams.

2.101 As we noted in paragraph 2.77 on page 16, these numerical indicators do not give any indication of the significance of the results that have been achieved. They are mainly useful for assessing whether the managing contractors and the grantees are delivering their planned activities on schedule. In other words, they are useful more for supporting accountability for delivery rather than for learning.

2.102 The quantitative results data is supported by descriptions of individual successes (we did not see any descriptions of failures, although these would also be useful for learning purposes). Such ‘stories of change’ are used to capture changes in behaviour, relationships or institutions that were not individually predicted at the outset of the project and cannot be measured easily. STAR-Ghana keeps a database of success stories, which are disseminated to grantees and other stakeholders in the form of a newsletter. Both programmes organise periodic events, where grantees are brought together to share experiences.

2.103 While stories of change are potentially an important learning tool, we are concerned that they are used mainly as anecdotal evidence to support programme reporting. We would expect to see the programme management teams analysing patterns or trends in their results and using the information to help grantees to improve their influencing strategies.

Empowerment and accountability programmes do not lend themselves to quasi-experimental approaches to impact evaluation

2.104 Both grant-making programmes will use independent impact evaluations to assess their results. These are scheduled for the end of the programme cycle, when the impact data will be useful, primarily for informing the design of successor programmes.

2.105 Tilitonse has an independent evaluation agent, contracted separately from the managing contractor. It was asked by DFID to explore the
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possibility for using a quasi-experimental impact evaluation (i.e. using control groups). After a detailed technical assessment of the portfolio, a decision was taken not to proceed.

2.106 The decision, with which we concur, is instructive as to the limits of quasi-experimental methods for empowerment and accountability programming. The grantee projects aim to bring about complex changes to behaviours and relationships in the communities where they work. Whether they succeed or fail is likely to depend on the underlying characteristics of the communities or particular elements of project implementation, such as the skill of the external facilitators. Quasi-experimental methods are poorly suited to testing complex institutional change processes, particularly in environments where many other influences are at work.

2.107 The evaluation agent also concluded that an impact evaluation of a Tilitonse project (the average project budget is £126,000) would cost more than the project itself. It would also take several years to produce results, after which the window of time for influencing the programme would have passed.

Contractors are being pushed more towards efficient implementation than active learning

2.108 In these circumstances, a more flexible and dynamic approach to learning is required. In principle, a portfolio of CSO grants should lend itself to a more structured process of testing out different approaches in different contexts and using the results to influence each successive funding round. Rather than leaving impact assessment to a final evaluation, for the benefit of future programmes, we would encourage the programmes to build more explicit learning goals into their grant-making strategies. They should engage with their grantees in a joint learning process, encouraging them to try out different approaches. In practice, this would entail a shift from competitive to more managed grant-making processes (see paragraph 2.43 on page 12).

2.109 In practice, however, the challenges of running a large-scale grant mechanism work against continuous learning. The grant-making processes require a high level of standardisation, in order to operate efficiently. Once the procedures are in place, they lack the flexibility to experiment with new approaches. Overall, the incentives on the managing contractors are to maximise the efficiency of their delivery, rather than their scope for learning.

2.110 In STAR-Ghana, we saw evidence of learning on procedural issues. Examples include:

- weakness in financial management, identified in the audit report, led to a strengthening of the due diligence process;
- the practice of requiring applicants to enter into coalitions and partnerships has been discontinued, after it was found to generate artificial results; and
- individual staff members have been assigned to support individual grantees to improve communications.

2.111 We also saw evidence of learning in Tilitonse, although it was constrained by staff shortages in the Tilitonse programme management team.

2.112 We were surprised to find that there has been relatively little exchange of learning across empowerment and accountability programmes in different countries, even though they are grappling with similar challenges. A learning event between managing contractors was organised in 2012 and another is planned for later in 2013. As we noted in paragraph 2.37 on page 11, the event exposed that key design choices had been made without an understanding of the range of options available or what has been tried in other countries. This is an area where DFID needs to ensure that the knowledge built up among its contractors and consultants is captured and shared.

29 A quasi-experimental impact evaluation is one where the target population of a development project is compared to a ‘control group’ that does not receive the support to produce evidence as to whether any changes observed are genuinely attributable to the project. The control group must be as similar as possible to the target population for the results to be valid. Impact Evaluation – The Experience of the Independent Evaluation Group of the World Bank, World Bank Independent Evaluation Group, 2006, http://lnweb90.worldbank.org/ged/geddoclib.nsf/DocUNIDViewForJavaSearch/35BC20995BF58F8425271E00068C6BD/$file/impact_evaluation.pdf.
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DFID’s collective learning process

DFID is investing in collective learning but could be more active in testing options and sharing lessons in real time

2.113 The Politics, State and Society Team (PSST) in Policy Division acts as a central hub for learning on empowerment and accountability, collecting evidence on what works and making it available to country offices. Other DFID teams have also supported learning in this area, including the Civil Society Department, which manages DFID funding to UK NGOs, many of which also have empowerment and accountability programmes.

2.114 To this end, PSST commissioned a preliminary survey of available evidence, sharing the results with country offices in the form of an interim guidance note. It disseminates the results of DFID-sponsored research programmes, such as APPP and the Development Research Centre on Citizenship, Participation and Accountability, both of which are now completed. It is also involved in commissioning a number of new research programmes. To share this learning and support country teams in their programming choices, it has created an Empowerment and Accountability Online Resource, one of a number of knowledge management pilots within DFID (see Figure 6).

2.115 It has also recently commissioned a macro-evaluation, which will undertake a detailed mapping of DFID’s empowerment and accountability programming across 28 countries and synthesise the evidence from scheduled programme evaluations. This macro-evaluation will not report until 2016, although we are informed that yearly interim findings will inform continuing programme development.

2.116 While these are all useful initiatives, we are concerned that PSST is not well positioned to support active learning across DFID on empowerment and accountability. It has 4.2 full-time equivalent posts engaged in this area, which also have responsibility for leading DFID’s international policy engagement in human rights, political governance and transparency, giving them less time to engage with country programmes. While they provide good support to the formulation of business plans, their engagement falls away once implementation begins. We are concerned that waiting for the results of scheduled impact evaluations entails long delays and, based on past experience, may produce unclear results. We would expect to see the policy team more active in co-ordinating a shared learning process across the country offices.

Figure 6: DFID’s Online Resource on Empowerment and Accountability

In October 2011, DFID launched an online resource on Empowerment and Accountability on its intranet. It has three main elements: a ‘how to’ guide on empowerment and accountability programming; information on empowerment and accountability in specific sectors; and an interactive element. It contains information and evidence in a form that DFID country offices can use for preparing business cases.

The interactive element is an innovation for DFID. Rather than relying solely on PSST to advise country offices, the resource includes online discussion boards where country offices can share knowledge with each other. DFID’s Business Services Division and Policy Division collaborated on its development.

While the online resource has good usage statistics, averaging 270 unique users per quarter, the interactive elements are new to DFID staff and are not yet widely used. To be effective, they would require a significant cultural change among DFID staff. The online resource has now been consolidated with a number of other ‘theme-sites’ into a central resource, called the Evidence and Programme Exchange.

3 Conclusions and Recommendations

3.1 Empowerment and accountability is an important new area of focus in DFID’s portfolio. We endorse the idea that empowering people is a necessary part of the development process. More empowered communities being able to interact more effectively with government is, in our view, a precondition for the achievement of many development goals.

3.2 We have two main concerns with DFID’s current approach to social accountability, as we see it in Ghana and Malawi. The objectives are extremely broad, ranging from improving services in particular communities, through influencing government decisions, to changing the nature of the political system itself. The theory of change, as to how relatively small-scale support for CSOs will achieve these higher-level goals, is not well articulated.

3.3 Our second concern is that DFID country offices are defaulting to large, competitive CSO grant-making instruments, as a familiar programme type. These grant-making instruments are expected to support diverse initiatives, from grass-roots mobilisation among rural communities in Malawi to helping mature Ghanaian think tanks to take on the oil and gas industry. In practice, establishing and managing large grant-making instruments to an acceptable fiduciary standard is a very demanding undertaking. Under pressure from DFID to compress their management costs, the contractors are forced into fairly standardised approaches to grant-making, despite the diverse needs of their grantees. This results in a scattered portfolio of small-scale CSO projects that are very difficult to mesh into a strategic whole.

3.4 We therefore conclude that DFID needs to develop a clearer and more realistic set of goals and a stronger set of criteria for deciding how best to deliver them. We recognise that this is a relatively new part of DFID’s portfolio and that a lot of work is underway to refine the approach and develop more specific programming guidelines. Our recommendations are intended to contribute to this process.

3.5 Our findings suggest that there are two distinct sets of objectives in DFID’s empowerment and accountability work, corresponding broadly to the World Bank’s distinction between the ‘short route’ of direct citizen engagement with service providers and the ‘long route’ of enhancing government responsiveness and accountability through the democratic process. We have found that these two sets of objectives have different time frames and lend themselves to different methods of delivery. As DFID’s programming guidance evolves, it should separate these two areas and develop delivery options appropriate to each.

DFID support for social accountability

3.6 In the area of direct citizen engagement with government, we observed a good range of emerging results from the programmes we reviewed. It appears that impact can be achieved with relatively small investments, by building on capacities that already exist within communities. While a range of different tools is available (e.g. community scorecards, participatory planning processes and budget literacy training), we observed that the underlying processes were quite similar. The successful initiatives all involved external facilitators, who helped communities to articulate their needs, identify blockages or shortcomings in existing services and engage constructively with the responsible authorities to resolve them. Often, these were purely localised solutions; in some cases, they were picked up and applied on a national level. Our findings were consistent with the conclusion of the APPP that resolving collective action problems, on both the government and civil society sides, is often the key to development progress.

3.7 It was notable that, where progress was being achieved, it was not through adversarial processes but through finding solutions that benefited both the community and the service provider. Most government agencies have at least some interest in increasing their public standing by improving their performance. Where such an interest exists, they are likely to recognise the value of community
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feedback on their performance. In fact, the more ambitious their development objectives, the more such feedback becomes indispensable. If external facilitation can establish a regular process of constructive interaction between communities and services providers, it is likely to lead to improvements in government performance, within the limits of the capacities and resources available at that level.

3.8 This suggests a different way of thinking about accountability. Accountability can emerge, not just through formal means of redress for poor performance but also through the institutionalisation of constructive interaction and feedback between communities and government. It was notable that most of the CSOs we visited were much more comfortable pursuing collaborative approaches than adversarial ones.

3.9 For this type of ‘short-route’ accountability, small pilot initiatives in a few communities are clearly not sufficient. Interaction with communities needs to become a regular part of the way government operates. DFID, therefore, needs to find ways to implement successful approaches on a larger scale. Fortunately, as Kalondolondo demonstrates, initiatives of this kind lend themselves to being delivered through fairly simple, standard interventions. A competitive grant-making process may be helpful, initially, to establish which types of intervention are most effective. Having identified promising approaches, however, these can be delivered at scale more cost-effectively by using a project approach, with national CSOs partnered with community-based organisations.

3.10 Social accountability initiatives are primarily useful for identifying and addressing inefficiencies, inequities and petty corruption in the delivery of development programmes and public services. They do not usually involve changes in government policies, laws or budgets. Their goal is to improve the delivery of existing entitlements, rather than achieve new ones.

3.11 This is, nonetheless, an important part of the development process. As STAR-Ghana has recognised, focussing purely on policy-making is not sufficient to secure development impact. In fact, in a country like Ghana, which has many progressive laws and policies but a weak record on implementing them, promoting constructive community engagement with implementation processes may be one of the most direct routes to improved development outcomes.

3.12 On the other hand, empowering communities to demand things that local authorities have no capacity to provide risks causing disillusionment or even conflict. Programmes need to manage this risk. One way of doing so is to focus on empowering communities to engage in specific decision-making processes, such as the allocation of local development budgets or the monitoring of service standards in schools and health clinics. If communities are informed about how government decision-making processes work and what resources are available, expectations can be managed and conflict minimised.

3.13 We were, therefore, surprised to find that DFID’s social accountability programmes in Ghana and Malawi were not linked up to its wider sector programmes, in areas such as health and education. Constructive community engagement in service delivery entails behaviour changes on both sides and should be pursued in tandem with government-led reform initiatives. Many development challenges, such as improving teacher attendance or the delivery of drugs to local health centres, need concerted action from both government and communities. We do not, at this point, conclude on whether social accountability goals should be pursued through dedicated programmes or as a component of larger sector programmes. In the short run, while new approaches are being tested, we can see a case for stand-alone social accountability initiatives. There should, however, be shared objectives and learning between these programmes and DFID’s wider engagement with the relevant sectors.

Recommendation 1: Promoting constructive community engagement with government around the delivery of public services and development programmes should be the principal focus of DFID’s social accountability programmes and a shared goal with its sector programmes. When scaling up successful social accountability initiatives, direct grants to
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national CSOs to work with local communities are likely to be more effective than competitive grant-making.

DFID support for CSO advocacy

3.14 Building civil society capacity to campaign for new entitlements and to hold governments to account for their performance is a fundamentally different challenge and calls for a different programming approach.

3.15 In CSO advocacy, the route to development results is less direct. We observed a few examples of successful CSO campaigns on specific issues. We also saw examples of service-oriented CSOs being pushed into advocacy, even where this was clearly not their strength. We saw little evidence that these programmes were likely to contribute to ‘transformative social and political change’ over the short or medium term.

3.16 This does not mean that CSO advocacy is not worth pursuing. In a context like Malawi, where the political space is under threat, donor support to independent CSOs has been very important, for both symbolic and practical reasons. In Ghana, ensuring that oil and gas production does not lead to deteriorating governance standards is an important objective. While it is not certain that donor support for CSOs can prevent this happening, building civil society capacity to campaign for reforms and alert the public to emerging problems may still be a worthy use of the development budget. The objectives, however, need to be clearer, more realistic and more specific to each country context.

3.17 We found that in both STAR-Ghana and Tilitonse, DFID had, to some extent, sacrificed quality of engagement for the scale of support. We take the view that, in this area, lower-volume, higher-quality support is likely to be more effective. Rather than trying to push more CSOs into advocacy roles, DFID should focus on a limited number of the most promising candidates and support them to campaign on key national development issues with a high political salience. It should enter into longer-term partnerships, offering support that is more flexible and tailored to individual needs.

Recommendation 2: DFID’s support for CSO advocacy and influencing at the national level should be more targeted, with smaller portfolios, longer partnerships and more tailored capacity building support.

Developing a more active approach to learning

3.18 In a new programming area, such as empowerment and accountability, DFID should employ a more active approach to learning. It should follow a more deliberate means of testing different programming options, monitoring emerging results and adjusting quickly in response to experience with implementation. Lant Pritchett et al call this ‘structured experiential learning’: the process of building learning objectives into programme designs by trying out multiple design alternatives and adapting the programme continuously, based on observed results.33 This approach to learning also can be done at the portfolio level, by testing different design options in different country contexts and sharing the results across country teams.

3.19 In principle, grant-making programmes lend themselves to this structured learning approach. Because grants are made in successive funding rounds, different options could be tested and successful approaches scaled up in subsequent rounds.

3.20 In practice, this has not been the case. High-volume grant-making makes it very difficult for programmes to experiment with different options. Programme management teams tend to focus on ensuring compliance with rules and procedures and lack the time to engage with grantees individually on learning. After a certain point, all the resources are committed and no further experimentation is possible.

3.21 We also find that DFID is, at present, not well set up to encourage shared learning across country offices. While we acknowledge the effort that has gone into assembling an evidence base, DFID’s central policy team does not have the resources to
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Support a structured learning process across the portfolio. Instead, collective learning is limited to synthesising the results from scheduled programme evaluations. This is a slow process with uncertain benefits, given the inherent difficulties of impact evaluation in this area.

Recommendation 3: Future social accountability programmes should be designed with the flexibility to test different approaches and scale up successful initiatives. DFID’s central policy team should guide this process of structured learning and ensure the continuous sharing of lessons among country offices and managing contractors and with relevant sector programmes.
Annex

This Annex provides more detailed background information to our review. This includes:

- a qualitative assessment of results from our project sample and a guide to our case study organisations, with a methodological note (Figure A1);
- programme-level recommendations (Figure A2); and
- a list of consultations (Figure A3).
Figure A1: Qualitative assessment of results from the projects we reviewed*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of result</th>
<th>Ghana</th>
<th>Malawi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STAR-Ghana</td>
<td>Tilitonse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communities report increased collective feelings of efficacy and empowerment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community members demonstrate improved knowledge of their rights, duty bearer responsibilities and duty bearer performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community decision-making processes are more coherent and inclusive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women and marginalised groups more active in community decision making</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneficiaries have increased and more constructive interaction with local duty bearers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Localised solutions have been found to problems identified by communities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instances of corruption have been addressed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence has been collected on local issues and fed into national processes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence from the local level has been taken into consideration by national authorities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes to national programmes have been identified and are being implemented</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes to policies and plans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes to budget allocations or expenditure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvements in service coverage or quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Cells shaded indicate where positive results were observed by the review team.
## Guide to case study organisations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>Summary of activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ghana</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODAC</td>
<td>Builds the capacity of community-based organisations to engage with authorities on behalf of the community and to ensure that women are represented in local decision-making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLANDEF</td>
<td>Developing a multi-stakeholder platform between oil companies and communities in the Western Region, to promote better coordination of Corporate Social Responsibility projects by oil companies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBU</td>
<td>Working to improve the access of blind people to the formal education system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GII</td>
<td>Monitored the abuse of incumbency and hate speech in the 2012 Ghanaian election.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNCFC</td>
<td>Establishing a system for monitoring the impact of oil and gas production on local communities and whether oil and gas companies comply with their environmental protection obligations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNECC</td>
<td>Civil society platform in the education sector, working on a wide range of policy advocacy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRAC</td>
<td>Works with schools to educate children on gender-based violence; works to ensure that rape victims and commercial sex workers have access to health services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IADI</td>
<td>Works with local schools to promote English language literacy and girls’ leadership training, to improve education outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCC</td>
<td>Network organisation that tracks the implementation of oil and gas revenue-funded projects at the local level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penplusbytes</td>
<td>Developed a system for tracking potential incidents of electoral violence through social media and passing the information to the responsible authorities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAINS</td>
<td>Works with communities to strengthen their participation in school management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT</td>
<td>Supports an association of private schools in Ghana with national advocacy and supports parent teacher associations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socioserve</td>
<td>Works with selected communities to address local health issues through a community scorecard process. In a previous project, worked to empower communities to engage with local authorities on the issues that mattered to them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice</td>
<td>Works with selected communities to increase the educational opportunities for disabled children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YARO</td>
<td>Trains communities to monitor the performance of teachers and to engage more actively in the running of schools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Alive</td>
<td>Supports street children to return to formal education; sensitisation of young people around the election; education of young people on reproductive health.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Malawi

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCJP</td>
<td>Holds community meetings to identify ‘burning issues’ and raise them with local authorities; key issues include stock-outs in local hospitals and the performance of the agricultural marketing board, AgMark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRR</td>
<td>Training and raising awareness of local communities to improve their participation in local governance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalondolondo</td>
<td>Promotes community monitoring of development projects and public services through the use of a ‘scorecard’ methodology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEJN</td>
<td>Empowers local communities in three areas to understand and participate in the district budget process, with a national advocacy component.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxfam</td>
<td>Empowers local women in 60 villages to engage in a range of self-help activities, including prevention of violence against women, support for those living with HIV-AIDS, community policing and savings and loan schemes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACENET</td>
<td>Builds the capacity of village development committees in three districts through training and establishing transparency and accountability clubs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Methodological note

1. The team chose a sample of 22 projects, funded by STAR-Ghana, Tilitonse or Kalondolondo, for detailed review. The sample was not random. We provided DFID with a list of selection criteria, namely projects with a track record of implementation, a mixture of sectors and thematic areas and, for Ghana, a mixture of stronger and weaker performing grantee organisations. In Ghana, we chose not to focus on election-related projects, as this topic had been the subject of an earlier ICAI review. A long list of projects meeting these criteria was drawn up by DFID, from which we selected our sample, taking into account the geographic location of project activities in order to maximise our coverage in the time available. To ensure an independent selection, we added a number of additional, unscheduled visits to project sites and grantee organisations during the two country visits.

2. For each project, as far as possible, we held separate meetings with the grantee organisation implementing the project and the ‘duty bearer’ (usually a government agency) it sought to influence. We then conducted group meetings and individual interviews with the intended beneficiary community. These were semi-structured in nature; that is, we used a template of standard questions and then followed up on issues as they arose. In some instances, we observed events, such as meetings between communities and local authorities. Following the site visits, we compared the results to project design documents and reports, where available.

3. Based on this data, we assessed the results of each project, using a qualitative scale of our own devising. The scale was developed in advance, tested during our visits and revised. The scale identifies a range of local and national results that might feasibly arise from the projects in question. For each project, we recorded whether the change in question was plausibly claimed by the beneficiary community (i.e. whether the community in question was able to describe the change in detail and support it with examples). These are shaded in Figure A1. In Ghana, a number of the projects we reviewed involved a continuation of activities that had been funded under two preceding programmes (the Ghana Research and Advocacy Programme and the Rights and Voice Initiative), both of which had received DFID funding. In these cases, we assessed the cumulative result of the two programmes.

4. As no baselines were available, the assessment depended upon the beneficiary communities themselves making a comparison between the situation before and after the intervention. This introduced a risk of errors in recall and over-claiming of results. We mitigated this risk with questions designed to identify the sequence of changes claimed by the communities and how they had occurred. Any residual bias is likely to be towards over-claiming of results.

5. The purpose of this scalar assessment was to identify patterns in the results emerging from the sample of projects at this stage of their implementation. It enabled us to test whether the theories of change and strategies used by the three programmes are plausible and realistic and, thereby, to reflect on the potential results of DFID’s empowerment and accountability programmes.
Figure A2: Programme-level recommendations

6. Figure A2 contains more detailed and operational recommendations on particular programmes examined as part of the review. We do not expect DFID to provide a formal management response to these recommendations. We recognise that these recommendations have resource implications and will have to be implemented within the scope of available resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Analysis of the role of civil society</strong></td>
<td>Both programmes should engage in further analysis of the role, potential and limitations of civil society in the national context. The analysis should cover the role of donor financing in shaping civil society, the incentives and values governing CSOs, barriers to effective collective action within civil society and the history of and potential for CSO influence over government decision-making. This analysis should be the foundation for the continuing development of the programmes’ civil society support strategies, with a focus on building on existing strengths and overcoming collective action problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Using political economy analysis to inform influencing strategies</strong></td>
<td>The programmes should give more thought on how to make their political economy analysis more practical in orientation. Analyses, commissioned from experts, should be only the first step in a process, the latter to include working with grantees to draw on their knowledge and insights and apply the analysis to the development of their own influencing strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Relationships with grantees</strong></td>
<td>STAR-Ghana and Tilitonse should develop a policy document setting out their expectations of the grant relationship, which should be publicised on their respective websites and discussed with the grantees during the selection process. The document would form an adjunct to the grant agreement. It would outline the principles under which the programme enters into the grant relationship, what is expected of the grantee (e.g. a commitment to continuous learning) and what the grantee can expect from the programme (e.g. from technical advice on strategic planning to timely payment of fund tranches). The document would promote mutual accountability and help to build stronger grant partnerships. The programmes should also develop procedures on how they define and manage grantee performance and non-performance, including the grounds for termination of the grant. This might cover: (i) delivery of external results; (ii) progress in organisational capacity development, particularly in financial management; (iii) commitment to learning, including participation in programme-wide events; and (iv) value for money. Grantees posing a higher risk of non-performance should be subject to more intensive performance management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue</td>
<td>Recommendation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Grantee capacity development</td>
<td>While engaging sub-contractors to deliver capacity building may be a necessary expedient, the programme management teams should devote sufficient resources to supervising this support and ensuring it is relevant to grantee needs. We recommend a holistic approach, in which capacity development, monitoring and risk management are closely integrated, so that the capacity development support for particular grantees is continuously adjusted in response to experience with implementation and maximises value for money.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Flexibility in funding</td>
<td>Both programmes should consider allowing established, high-capacity organisations with strong risk management systems and track records of successful project implementation to graduate to core funding, in order to consolidate and scale up their approaches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Governance arrangements</td>
<td>In future programme designs, DFID should provide greater clarity on the roles and responsibilities of governing boards and how these might develop over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. External audit</td>
<td>DFID should ensure that its grant-making projects have an external audit early in the life of the programme to verify whether grant-making procedures are adequate and implemented properly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue</td>
<td>Recommendation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Risk management, including fiduciary risk and fraud</td>
<td>STAR-Ghana and Tilitonse should develop more comprehensive risk management strategies to ensure a proactive approach to risk mitigation, including fiduciary risk and fraud. The strategy should build on existing elements and procedures and incorporate: (i) overall fund governance; (ii) programme management and personnel; (iii) grant-making and portfolio management; and (iv) capacity development. The programme risk registers should cover both financial and programmatic risks and mitigation strategies for individual CSOs. Where the pre-award assessment identifies a particular grantee as having financial and governance weaknesses, appropriate capacity building measures should form part of the risk mitigation plan and there should be regular tracking and reporting on progress on addressing those weaknesses. The pre-award financial management assessment tools should be reviewed to facilitate a more proactive risk management approach. STAR-Ghana’s focus on minimum eligibility criteria should be amended to include a rating system that highlights areas for improvement. The tools on both programmes should include a more explicit focus on grantee governance and risk management processes. The risk management strategy should also include a greater focus on working with grantees to minimise fraud and corruption risks within their organisations and promote ethical practices. This could include learning events on anti-corruption issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Sustainability of funding</td>
<td>Both STAR-Ghana and Tilitonse should explore the possibility of establishing the programmes as local legal entities, capable of raising funds from a diversity of sources to improve sustainability.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure A3: List of consultations

UK
ActionAid International
CAFOD
Christian Aid
Coffey International
DFID
ITAD
Overseas Development Institute
Oxfam International

Ghana
Camfed Ghana
Community Development and Advocacy Centre (CODAC)
Community, Land and Development Foundation (COLANDEF)
DFID Ghana
Friends of the Nation
Ghana Blind Union (GBU)
Ghana Center for Democratic Development (CDD)
Ghana Coalition of NGOs in Health
Ghana Integrity Initiative
Ghana Journalists Association (GJA)
Ghana National Canoe Fishermen’s Council (GNCFC)
Ghana National Education Coalition Campaign (GNECC)
Human Rights Advocacy Centre (HRAC)
Integrated Action of Development Initiatives (IADI)
Integrated Social Development Centre (ISODEC)
Kumasi Institute of Technology, Energy and Environment (KITE)
Ministry of Health
National Catholic Secretariat (NCS)
Parliament – Clerk of Parliament; Government Assurance Committee
Penplusbytes
Platform for Coastal Communities (PCC) in the Western Region
Regional Advisory Information and Network Systems (RAINS)
Sinapi Aba Trust
Social Enterprise Development Foundation (SEND-Ghana)
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Socioserve - Ghana
STAR Ghana Funders Committee (FC) – DANIDA; EU; USAID
STAR Ghana Programme Management Team
STAR Ghana Steering Committee (SC) members
Voice Ghana
West Africa Civil Society Institute (WACSI)
Youth Action on Reproductive Order (YARO)
Youth Alive

Beneficiary communities in Ghana
Upper East, Volta and Northern regions – Bongo; Kalba; Ho; Navrongo; Sawla; Tuna; Yikene. We carried out school visits and met street children, local women’s groups, community leaders, traditional authorities and a women’s market traders’ association.

Western Region Coastal Communities – Adembra; Aboadze; Ahanta West; Ellembelle; Jomoro; Nzema East; Sekondi-Takoradi Metropolis and Shama. We carried out school visits and met fishermen, traditional authorities and community representatives.

Malawi
Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace (CCJP)
Centre for Community Development
Centre for Human Rights and Rehabilitation (CHRR)
Centre for Social Concern
Community Partnership for Relief and Development (COPRED)
DANChurchAid
Kalondolondo Secretariat
Malawi Council for the Handicapped (MACOHA)
Malawi Economic Justice Network (MEJN)
Ministry of Local Government
National Local Governance Finance Committee
Oxfam Malawi
Pan African Civic Educators Network (PACENET)
Parliamentary Committee on Health
Parliamentary Finance Committee
Public Affairs Committee (PAC)
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The Samaritan Trust
Southern African AIDS Trust (SAT)
Theatre for Change
Tilitonse Board Members
Tilitonse Political Economy Analysis Group
Tilitonse Programme Management Team
Water and Sanitation Network

Beneficiary communities in Malawi

Southern Region: Nkalo; Mchiramwela; Mwanza; Zomba; Kuntumanje. We met local communities, women's groups and traditional leaders.

Central Region: Mchinji; Kasungu; Machinga. We met local communities, attended community-local authority interface meetings and visited markets and schools.
## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APPP</td>
<td>Africa Power and Politics Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>Civil Society Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR</td>
<td>Corporate Social Responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCU</td>
<td>District Civil Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFID</td>
<td>Department for International Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FISP</td>
<td>Farm Input Subsidy Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-RAP</td>
<td>Ghana Research and Advocacy Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICAI</td>
<td>Independent Commission for Aid Impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>International Monetary Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;E</td>
<td>Monitoring and evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-governmental organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSST</td>
<td>Politics, State and Society Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTA</td>
<td>Parent Teacher Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAINS</td>
<td>Regional Advisory Information and Network Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAVI</td>
<td>Rights Accountability and Voice Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMC</td>
<td>School Management Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR-Ghana</td>
<td>Strengthening Transparency, Accountability and Responsiveness in Ghana</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>